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Topic: Epsilon Third Mission - Halloween Special
Dated: Saturday, October 25 of 2014
Classification: Mission Briefing | Security Clarence Level 3
Selected Participants: Epsilon Squad | Phi Squad | Gamma Squad
Mission Supervisor: Otto Schmidt | Future Technologies Division

Mission Briefing:

We have received a very important request for assistance from an 
old associate of ours, M Corporation. They are a charitable 
organization that reopened an Asylum in 2009 for brain 
development research. We received a message from one of the Chief 
Scientists over there, Dr. R, around two days ago indicating that 
their underground lab was going out of control due to one of their 
test subjects losing control and turning into a phantom-like 
figure. We have dispatched three military teams and until now we 
have no reply from them. However, we were able to receive a video 
feed from one of the soldiers showing the decontamination chamber 
filled with blood alongside many sliced up corpses and the feed 
ends with the soldier being impaled from behind while watching 
his commanding officer being lifted up in the air by an invisible 
force and blowing up to many pieces.

M Corporation has programmed the self destruction of their entire 
facility alongside the asylum above it eight days after the 
sending of a rescue message; receiving this message also means that 
Dr. R is no longer alive, or at best presumed to be desceased. Dr. 
Warren Vidic always found his methods questionable since they 
used an asylum as a pool of lab rats, Viddic always preferred to 
have sane testing subjects.

Epsilon, Phi and Gamma teams, you have until Friday, October 31st 
2014 midnight to complete this assignment. I know that this 
assignment is not what would normally come by but it is a mission 
nevertheless.
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Your Objectives:

Primary

- Dispose of all of the unstable test subjects you find.
- Secure the underground facility.
- Get rid of the phantom creatures.
- Lock down the facility.
- Lock down the labs.
- Lock down the asylum.
- Retrieve all survivors.

Secondary

- They have been doing research on cognitive and neurological 
abilities of humans for around five years now, it would be a waste 
to lose that research. Find a way to the secured server vaults and 
send all the data you can possibly find to our secure servers. 
This may help us in the future to defend against anymore of 
ERUDITO's Martyr creations.
- It seems that one of the labs, Lab 342, is sending of a beacon 
signal. If you can find it perhaps it would be worth 
investigating; be sure to shut down the beacon as well when you 
find it. 

Tertiary

- Try to locate the remains of our military teams and confirm 
their situation. They should be a total of 16 members. If possible, 
bag their bodies and extract them, if not possible, try to at least 
retrieve their tags and IDs. They are our men and women and 
deserve to return home for a proper funeral.
- If it is possible, try to secure as many bodies as possible in 
order to give them proper treatment as well.

Entry and Evacuation:

You will be dropped off and picked up via helicopter. We already 
have the outer perimeters secure and armed forces mobalized. 
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Equipment:

- Usual High-tech Abstergo Gear.
- FTD's Prototype Dimensional Shield.
- Gas masks.
- FTD's Electronic Nose Device.
- Signal Beacon.
- Long Range Communication Devices.
- Multi-platform Scrambling Devices.
- Medical Bags.
- Ammunition Bags.
- Infrred/Thermal/Night Vision Goggles.
- Blueprints of the Asylum.
- Ectoplasmic Energy Polarizer Pack (Beware, FTD Prototype)

Good luck teams, we are all counting on you.
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